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“The best thermometer to the progress of a nation is its treatment of its 

women,” these views of great saint Swami Vivekananda expressed about a centaury 

back stands true today. Improving the condition of women in India had been the 

priority of founders of modern India and successive governments formed after stroke 

of mid night August 15, 1947. The authors of Indian constitution were very well 

aware about the condition of woman in this country and hence they had provided slew 

of constitutional as well as legal rights to woman in India.  

Media is considered as an important factor in helping towards women 

empowerment. It is an important source and access to speak out against the 

oppression and marginalization of women at the grass root level. Media is considered 

as the most potent and influential means in this regard as it has the capacity of 

persuading and molding opinion. The relationship of the media and the women is 

important because whatever image women have in our country is influenced by 

media. It is thus vital, to utilize media for improving status of women in India and 

divulging their role in national development. 

KEYWORDS: Woman, Journalist, New Media, Communication, problems and 

challenges.                                                                                                                             
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Introduction 

Despite a large number of rights ensured to woman the improvement in 

condition of women has been relatively slow which can be largely contributed to 

social and cultural mindset here in this nation.  

Media in India has been working for improving the condition of woman and 

there have been instances like the December 16, 2012 ‘Nirbhaya’ incident where 

entire movement was supported and fueled by media which led to formation of 

stringent law against rape. However there is much scope for working on woman 

issues which otherwise remain underrepresented.  

Plethora of issues like menstrual health and hygiene, birth control, planned 

parental-hood, balancing work pressure and family responsibilities, woman 

entrepreneurship other than traditional works of teaching, beauty parlor management, 

scope in share market etc are mostly ignored. Interestingly the newsroom in present 

day media are dominated by males which could be one of the possible reasons for 

effective under-representation of different issues related with woman. Thought 
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feminization of news rooms is happening but it is on slow pace. Now majority of 

news channels have female anchors which are quite popular today. Anchors/reporters 

like Neelam Sharma, Anjana Om Kashyap, NidhiRajdan, Sweta Singh and many 

others have created a niche for their own in the media industry. Still majority of media 

enterprises are crowded by men.   

 UNESCO had commissioned a major review of the literature worldwide 

related to women and Media (Gallagher 1981). Gallagher (1981) notes that her review 

―present a picture remarkable only for its overall consistency when compared from 

one country to another. The report offers considerable evidence in support of 

conclusion that is: “Representation of women can best be described as narrow. On 

film, press and the broadcast media, women‘s activities and interests typically go no 

further than the confines of home and family. Characterized as essentially dependent 

and romantic, women are rarely portrayed as rational, active or decisive. Both as 

characters in fictional media material and as newsmakers in the press and 

broadcasting, women are numerically under representation- an absence which 

underlines their marginal and inferior status in many spheres of social, economic and 

cultural life. Prevalent news values define most women and most women‘problems as 

newsworthy, admitting women to coverage primarily as wives, mothers or daughters 

of men in the news: in their own right, they make the headlines usually only as 

fashionable or entertainment figures.” 

Objective of Study 

� To find out challenges before female journalists working in news media of 

Raipur city.  

� To analyze the problems before female journalists in Raipur news media. 

Hypothesis  

� There are challenges before female journalists in media. The female journalist 

segment in media of Raipur the capital city of Chhattisgarh is also not very 

large. The share of female journo is far below as compared to their male 

counterpart. Fewer of the few woman journalists are given chances for 

covering major political parties.  

� The problems before female journalists in Raipur media have a societal 

connection. After certain stage they have to choose between family and 

profession and majority of female journalists bid adieu to their carrier. 

Research Methodology 

 In this research I was well aware of the population to be surveyed upon. The 

respondents were female journalists working in news media of Raipur city. Since my 

objective was to find challenges and Problems before women journalists in news 

media of Raipur I was well aware about my respondents. The number of respondents 

was not very large so before starting the research I could easily identify them and 

include them in research.  

Considering the mentioned factors I chose to adopt Purposive Sampling. 
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Another reason for adopting Purposive Sampling in this study was that my purpose 

for conducting research was clear enough that it was focused around female 

journalists in Raipur city. 

Sampling used in the Research 

 In this research I was well aware of the population to be surveyed upon. The 

respondents were female journalists working in news media of Raipur city. Since my 

objective was to find challenges and Problems before women journalists in news 

media of Raipur I was well aware about my respondents. The number of respondents 

was not very large so before starting the research I could easily identify them and 

include them in research.  

Considering the mentioned factors I chose to adopt Purposive Sampling. 

Another reason for adopting Purposive Sampling in this study was that my purpose 

for conducting research was clear enough that it was focused around female 

journalists in Raipur city. 

Area of study and limitations 

The survey for the dissertation was carried out in 12 leading media houses of 

Raipur. Female editorial staff from 8 daily newspapers and 4 news channels took part 

in the survey. The research was carried out only in Raipur city. Since the research has 

been carried out in Raipur city its results may not match with any other research 

carried out over the subject in global or national platform. 

In the sixties there were very few women in daily newspapers (English as well 

as regional), either on the desk or as reporters. Most papers did not even have a single 

woman. The few who got entry stood out ' fortunately not as sore thumbs' but as 

bright eyed, educated young women trying to storm into a male bastion. They were 

gawked at and there was a lot of speculation as to how long they would survive in the 

taxing profession. Probably their biggest qualification was that they could write well. 

They contributed greatly to the feature sections of the newspapers. (RaiUsha ‘Status 

of Women Journalists in India’)  

Female Journalists in Raipur News Media  

The survey for the dissertation was carried out in 12 leading media houses of 

Raipur. Female editorial staff from 8 daily newspapers and 4 news channels took part 

in the survey. The highest number of female employees came from the news channels.  
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4.1 Sexual harassment/objectionable behavior at workplace:

 

 Raipur appears to be a relatively safer place for woman journo as 91 percent of 

the participants denied of experiencing any kind of sexual harassment or 

objectionable behavior from their seniors on the workplace. However 9 percent of the 

participants confirmed that they have been subjected to such acts.  

4.2 Contentment with responsibility: 

 

The contentment level with responsibilities given to female journalists by their 

media house was quite higher in Raipur city. Out of the total respondents 61% agreed 

that they were satisfied with the kind of responsibly handed over to them by their 
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respective media houses, while 35% expressed dissatisfaction in this regard. A 

smaller portion of the respondents about 4% hung in cannot say condition.  

4.3 Responsibilities Given 

SN Beat/desk No. of Persons 

1 Political BJP/Congress 1 

2 Health  4 

3 Culture and events  1 

4 Feature 2 

5  Agriculture  1 

6 News Desk 5 

7 Entertainment 3 

8 Special program/women issue 2 

9 Input desk 2 

10 Breaking & Ticker 1 

11 Online desk  1 

  

Talking about reporting, highest numbers of female journo were given health 

beat to cover. Various kinds of beat/desk on which they were working could be seen 

above,  

Responsibility of News desk in news channels were mostly given to female 

employees. However, only two of the respondents were bestowed with the 

responsibility for covering women issues and special programs.  

 Interestingly it also emerged during the survey that one of the respondents was 

allotted Agriculture beat which is quite uncommon in city like Raipur. Generally 

woman journo are handed over beats which involve less travelling to distant places.    

4.4 Distribution of Posts:

 

When it came to giving higher responsibilities in editorial wing, the highest post 

which a female journo held was bureau head of a national Hindi magazine. During 

research only one female journalist was found at the post otherwise most of the times 

reporting job was handed over to them. It can be seen as below; 
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Apparently not a single woman was found at the post of Editor in media 

leading media houses of Raipur city. Production executive in news channel was the 

second post after reporter on which most numbers of female employees were

One Assistant News Editor and a senior correspondent post each was held by 

female journalists in newspaper and news channel respectively. 

The number of sub
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Most of the survey participants said that their working hour was between 

seven to eight hours. Those respondents who were found working in newspaper were 

generally working for seven hours, while that in news channels were working for 

eight hours. Interestingly one of the respondent said that she used to work for 14 

hours.    

 Since a large number of the participants were from news channels the working 

hours were strictly followed there.  
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4.8 Salary Increment

 
 

 Though discrimination during increment of salaries was not agreed by the big 

chunk of respondents but it was still felt. According to 78% of the respondents they 

never felt any kind of discrimination during the salary increments.  However 22% 

respondents agreed that they were subjected to discrimination on the basis of gender. 

The number of respondents agreeing discrimination may be small but they constituted 

women having longest journalism careers in Raipur city. 

4.9 Important responsibilities

 

To query whether they were given responsibility for covering activities of political 

parties like BJP and Congress, majority of the respondents agreed. In all 59% of 

female journo said that they been given responsibility of covering BJP and Congress 

activity.  
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 18% of the participants said that they never have covered the happenings of 

both the parties while 23% said they had done the job as reliever.  

 Interestingly the majority of respondents who agreed of covering the activities 

of political parties actually made the news on desk by the inputs provided by reporters 

on field. The share of actually covering the activities of political parties was 

dominated by men very little part of female journalists was seen on ground. 

 

4.10 Safety at workplace

 
 

 In terms of safety at workplace Raipur turn out to be a safe zone for female 

journalist. Ninety-one (91%) percent of the participants said that they felt safe at their 

work place while only 9% said that they felt insecureon the odd occasions. None of 

the female felt alarmed or unsecured often. 
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respondnats had experience of 2 to 5 years in media. Likewise another 39% had more 

than 8 years of experince in media field while 13% had over a decade of experience in 

media.  

 About 9% of the female journalist cosntitued the section which were new to 

media field and had been in media for 2 years or below.   

 The fall in number of feamle journalists with increasing years could be 

contributed to growing of family responsiblities.  

Conclusion 

The number of woman journalists in media of Raipur city is not very 

significant. However their contribution in news media cannot be overlooked. There is 

need to encourage female journalists in the city and also find some way which would 

enable women to peruse journalism career after marriage. Promoting women journo 

would also strengthen woman empowerment which is crucial for a tribal dominated 

state like Chhattisgarh.  
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